
Editor and Camera Operator for multiple international horse shows across the United States. Ingested 
individual customer videos that were recorded on-site, logged, edited, exported, and uploaded to 
YouTube archive for later viewing. Also operated an ISO Camera during various parts of multiple 
shows, recording participants during their individual classes and events for editing and uploading.

Responsible for the creation, production, editing, and publishing of all media content for the United 
Advocacy Group, a south jersey based non-profit that aims to help hurting communities and families. 
Media content includes promotional videos, short-documentary style video interviews and educational 
pieces, photo coverage of events, website creation and management, graphic design, and management 
of various social media pages across a network of non-profit organizations under UAG’s umbrella.  

Media producer, cinematographer, camera operator, photographer, graphic designer, and editor for a 
brand new games journalism site. Helped to grow this site from nothing during the beginning of 2017. 
From there, we've grown to have nearly 5,000 subscribers on YouTube, ran a successful Kickstarter and 
raised over $22,000, and shot and edited over six documentaries on video game developers all over the 
United States, with many more already planned, including international docs.

Created two short-form, documentary-style promotional videos for Masterpiece Marketing and the 
Pascale Sykes Foundation. Filmed all over Southern NJ, conducted interviews with advocates or 
participants, shot b-roll footage of various projects. Used DSLRs, multiple lenses, lighting kits for 
filming. Logged, collated, edited, designed, and rendered finalized video for live showing

Utility, camera crane assistant, and Ro-Bo Camera operator at the Figure Skating and Short-Track 
Speed Skating venue during the 2014 Sochi Winter Olympic Games, under the supervision 
of BVM Colin Banks.
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DAVE RALPH JAKE THERIAULTANDREW WINGERT

Technical Marketing Specialist
Apple, Inc.

609.970.1478
daveralph@gmail.com

Editor-In-Chief
Gameumentary

321.292.9706
jacobjtheriault@gmail.com

Freelance Videographer
www.wingertandrew.me

502.437.9750
wingert.andrew@gmail.com

EDITOR/CAM OP  RICHFIELD VIDEO PRODUCTIONS | SHELBYVILLE, KY | 2014 - 2017

LEAD MEDIA PRODUCER  UNITED ADVOCACY GROUP | BRIDGETON, NJ | 2017 - PRESENT

LEAD MEDIA PRODUCER  GAMEUMENTARY | HAMMONTON, NJ | 2017 - PRESENT

SHOOTER/EDITOR  MASTERPIECE MARKETING | ATLANTIC CITY, NJ | JAN - FEB 2017 

UTILITIES  OLYMPIC BROADCASTING SERVICES | SOCHI, RUSSIA | FEBRUARY 2014

Asbury University | 2010 - 2014
B.A. in Communication Arts
Emphasis in Film Production & Multimedia

Adobe Premiere | Photoshop | After Effects |
Illustrator | InDesign | Final Cut Pro | Film & Broadcast
Cameras | Social Media Marketing | Live Streaming

595 Walker Road
Hammonton, NJ 08037
USA

M (609) 694-6625
kylebailey@outlook.com
www.kylebaileymedia.com


